Berkeley Square or Westover?
Situated in separate Hamilton locations, both the Colonial Communities of Westover & Berkeley
Square share similar resources and embrace the same philosophy of living, learning and leading.
Although we always recommend starting with a tour, we’ve created a fun quiz to discover which
campus might be the best fi
fitt for you.

I typically gravitate toward living spaces that...
A
B

Have a quaint look and feel, rich history and warm architecture.
Have a suburban feel, situated on sprawling green acres with waterfront charm.

When I want to relax, I am more likely to...
Grab coffee with friends, stroll through picturesque courtyard gardens and enjoy the melodic
harmonies of the ever-popular Sociables, a Cincinnati band covering hits from the 1930s and 40s.
B Celebrate my shuffleboard win by dropping by the Coach House Tavern & Grille
for Happy Hour drink specials.
A

I prefer my neighborhood to be...
A tight knit-community where I know all the names and faces.
B More spread out. I enjoy meeting new friends at my leisure.
A

I am interested in a community that offers spacious apartments and
homes, fosters my wellbeing, and supports my quality of life.
A Yes!

B Definitely!

A LIBERATING CHOICE:
THE FREEDOM OF RETIREMENT LIVING
The decision to move is never an
easy one. In October of 2010,
Ada King, a longtime resident of
Ross, Ohio, became exhausted
by the high level of maintenance
her home required. Following
a massive basement flood, she
started to research retirement
communities that would grant
her the maintenance-free home
she desired without sacrificing
her independence or active
social life.
Though a difficult choice to make,
Ada knew it was ultimately right
for her and she confidently chose
to relocate to Berkeley Square. Her
decision was based on rave reviews
from friends that presently lived
there, frequented the reputable
Coach House Tavern & Grille, or
sent their children to the on-site
intergenerational kindergarten.

ADA KING
Berkeley Square resident

Everyone I spoke with
loved Berkeley Square—and
really what’s not to love?
Now, almost a year after selling her
home and relocating, Ada looks to the
future with confidence and says she
has “no regrets.”
“It’s important to make up your mind,
and decide what is best for you.
That’s really what made the biggest
difference for me.”
It wasn’t an easy choice to make,
but the peace of mind and security
afforded to Berkeley Square residents
like Ada ensures an unparalleled
quality of life and staff who are
dedicated to meeting the changing
needs of residents. A choice that she
maintains “is the best I could have
made for myself.”

IF YOU ANSWERED MOSTLY A’S
You would love the rich history and elegance of Westover—an
illustrious community founded on the principals of quality care and the
warmth of home. As a continuing care retirement community,
Westover embraces graceful aging and anticipates the changing needs
of all residents. Among other amenities, current residents enjoy the
on-site wellness center, library, scenic courtyard and an intergenerational
preschool—where YOU can be a part of the learning experience.
Make the most out of your retirement, make memories at Westover.

IF YOU ANSWERED MOSTLY B’S
You might enjoy the airy neighborhood feel of Berkeley Square.
Also a continuing care retirement community, Berkeley Square’s
campus fosters active living with its lush walking path, shuffleboard
court and on-site Tavern. The newly built Donna Y. Carruthers Manor
House is central to the campus, affording residents easy access to a
grand events center, multimedia presentation room, wifi lounge and
charming gift shop. There is so much to do—discover all Berkeley
Square has to offer.

A NOTE FROM SHELLY: KNOWING WHEN IT’S RIGHT
Director of Sales at Colonial Communities of Berkeley Square & Westover
When people are unsure about
transitioning to retirement living, I
always ask them to assess which
routines have become the most
cumbersome. Ranking high on the
list are typically home repair and
maintenance, regularly scheduled
appointments, grocery runs and onceenjoyed activities such gardening,
socializing or volunteering.
Fatigue, stress, or depression caused
by any one of these struggles can
significantly decrease one’s quality of
life. Independent living at a Colonial
Community alleviates this stress and

grants residents the freedom to live
worry free with as much—or as little
—support as they need.
Truly, my best advice is to research
your options and visit communities
that are appealing to you—the
earlier the better. It’s a great way to
understand what services, amenities
and even scenery will be the greatest
asset to you as you transition into
your new lifestyle.
What I hear most commonly among
residents now is—“I wish I would
have moved here sooner!”

YOU CAN CONTACT ME
WITH QUESTIONS OR
CONCERNS AT (513) 896-8080 OR
shenderson@colonialseniors.org.

